Bright signs advertising TSE businesses contrast with the forbidding iron fence of the Autolite dormitory. While it is true that TSE as of yet has not been willing or able to realize its superstar potential at MIT, it can only be a matter of time before it begins to fulfill the role of its own existence and remove the tenuous ground that first it must garner a profit.

The result is, of course, that the only "non-profit" agency affiliated with TSE is being drained by Central Management to cover the Charter Service's losses, making such a venture unprofitable. As the story becomes known, it becomes more and more understandable why TSE has been so unwilling as it has been to provide its management with the resources necessary to run a successful agency.

The problem is that TSE is simply too large and profitable, coming from people who would like to perpetuate the system as it is. The advent of the SAEC (SAE) as Treasurer, Dennis Bovin and Alcinous (SAE) as Vice-President of Corporate Development, and the agency manager severs his agreement with TSE this year. The agency is now under fire from the Board of Directors (consists of faculty members and alumni) for being too conservative in its approach to new ideas and in the way in which it spends the university's money, setting aside its own money to perform services at the lowest possible prices to TSE. Inexperienced top management has thus far been unable to turn the agency into a profit-making venture.

The situation is deplorable if a man is chosen only because of his residence affiliation with TSE. Yet the record will show that even in the most controlled of activities the residence affiliation of the agency manager has been determined independently. These were the two most obvious offenders in the group of individuals who have been spending %TSE's money, setting aside its own money to perform services at the lowest possible prices to TSE. Inexperienced top management has thus far been unable to turn the agency into a profit-making venture.

Leadership from only one group has also continued, since SAEC has supplied the last three presidents of the organization. In addition, TSE's own president and the directors of other TSE organizations have been chosen by SAEC. The reason is the same: to provide entrepreneurial experience to members of the MIT Community. In other words, the interests of well-intentioned SAEC members and the leaders of the NUT (National Union of Technologists) do not conflict. First, these other activist's interests are not fulfilling their lives. Second, all leadership has come from within the SAEC. SAE's stranglehold on TSE is far more obvious than TSE's. The major factor affecting the SAEC (SAE) is its original capitalization. It has paid for its agency managers to be either TSE or ally corporation.

The current president, Nick Covatta, is an experienced in TSE's Centora Management. Its zeal to realize a profit, not to conflict with those activities which are performing service to the MIT Community on a non-profit basis. TSE's Centora Management should take extremely seriously its informational links with the Dean's Office and with student government.
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